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MIRROR PRINCIPLE III* 

BONG H. LIAN1, KEFENG LIU2, AND SHING-TUNG YAU3 

Abstract. We generalize the theorems in Mirror Principle /and II to the case of general pro- 
jective manifolds without the convexity assumption. We also apply the results to balloon manifolds, 
and generalize to higher genus. 

1. Introduction. The present paper is a sequel to Mirror Principle /and // 
[29][30]. For motivations and the main ideas of mirror principle, we refer the reader 
to the introductions of these two papers. 

Let X be a projective manifold, and d e Ai(X). Let Mo,k(d:X) denote the 
moduli space of fc-pointed, genus 0, degree d, stable maps (C, /, xi,.., Xk) with target 
X [26]. Note that our notation is without the bar. By the construction of [27] (see also 
[6][14]), each nonempty Mo^id, X) admits a homology class LTo^(d,X) of dimension 
dim X + (ci(X),d) + k — 3. This class plays the role of the fundamental class in 
topology, hence LTo^id, X) is called the virtual fundamental class. For background 
on this, we recommend [28]. 

Let V be a convex vector bundle on X. (ie. ii/"1(P1,/*Vr) = 0 for every holo- 
morphic map / : P1 -)> X.) Then V induces on each Moyk(d,X) a vector bundle Vd, 
with fiber at (C,f,Xi,..,Xk) given by the section space H0(C,f*V). Let b be any 
multiplicative characteristic class [20]. (ie. if 0 ->• E' -» E -> E" -> 0 is an exact 
sequence of vector bundles, then b(E) = b(E')b(E").) The problem we study here is 
to understand the intersection numbers 

Kd := / b(yd) 
JLTo,o(d,X) 

and their generating function: 

There is a similar and equally important problem if one starts from a concave vector 
bundle V [29]. (ie. JH'0(P1,/*V) = 0 for every holomorphic map / : P1 -> X.) 
More generally, V can be a direct sum of a convex and a concave bundle. Important 
progress made on these problems has come from mirror symmetry. All of it seems to 
point toward the following general phenomenon [9], which we call the Mirror Princi- 
ple. Roughly, it says that there are functional identities which can be used to either 
constrain or to compute the Kd often in terms of certain explicit special functions, 
loosely called generalized hypergeometric functions. In this paper, we generalize this 
principle to include all projective manifolds. We apply this theory to compute the 
multiplicative classes b(Vd) for vector bundles on balloon manifolds. The answer is in 
terms of certain universal virtual classes which are independent of V, b. 
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When X is a toric manifold, b is the Euler class, and V is a sum of line bundles, 
there is a general formuhi derived in [21] [23] based on mirror symmetry, giving $(£) 
in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions [15]. Similar functions were studied 
[16] in equivariant quantum cohomology theory based on a series of axioms. For 
further background, see introduction of [29]. 
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1.1. Outline. In section 2, we do the necessary preparation to set up the 
version of localization theorem we need. This is a (functorial localization) formula 
which translates a commutative square diagram into a relation between localizations 
on two T spaces related by an equivariant map. 

We do basically three things in section 3. After we introduced the necessary 
notations, first we apply functorial localization to stable map moduli spaces. Second, 
we prove one of the main results of this paper: Theorem 3.6, which translate structure 
of fixed points on stable map moduli into an algebraic identity on the homology of a 
projective manifold (with or without T action). This motivates the notion of Euler 
data and Euler series. These are essentially solutions to the algebraic identity just 
mentioned. Third, we prove the main Theorems 3.12-3.13 which relate the generating 
functions $(£) with an Euler series A(t) arising from induced bundles on stable map 
moduli. 

In section 4, we specialize results in section 3 to balloon manifolds, and introduce 
the notion of linking. The main theorems here are 4.5 and 4.7. The first of these 
gives a description of an essential polar term of A(t) upon localizing at a fixed point 
in X. The second theorem gives a sufficient condition for computing A{t) in terms of 
certain universal virtual classes on stable map moduli. We then specialize this to the 
case when br is the Euler class or the Chern polynomial. 

In section 5, we explain some other ways to compute A(t), first by relaxing those 
sufficient conditions, then by finding an explicit closed formula for those universal 
virtual classes above by using an equivariant short exact sequence for the tangent 
bundle. This includes toric manifolds as a special case. We then formulate an inductive 
method for computing A(t) in full generality for any balloon manifold. Next, we 
discuss a method in which functorial localization is used to study A{t) via a resolution 
of the image of the collapsing map. In certain cases, this resolution can be described 
quite explicitly. Finally, we discuss a generalization of mirror principle to higher genus. 

2. Set-up. Basic references: on intersection theory on algebraic schemes and 
stacks, we use [13] [40]; on the virtual classes, we follow [27]; on their equivariant 
counterparts, see [1] [2] [7] [25][12] [17] [41]. 

T denotes an algebraic torus. T-equivariant Chow groups (homology) with com- 
plex coefficients are denoted by A^{;). T-equivariant operational Chow groups (co- 
homology) with complex coefficients are denoted by Aj,(-). For c G Aj,{X), and 
/? E A^(X), we denote bycn/3 = /?nc the image of c ® 0 under the canonical 
homomorphisms 

A*.{X)®AT(X)-4A'Z_p(X). 
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The product on A^(X) is denoted by a • 6. The homomorphisms fl define an A^(X)- 
module structure on the homology Aj(X). When X is nonsingular, there is a com- 
patible intersection product on Aj(X) which we denote by (3 • 7. 

Given a T-equivariant (proper or flat) map / : X —> Y, we denote by 

/, : AZ{X) -»■ AJ(Y), f* ■■ AJ(Y) -> Aj(X) 

the equivariant (proper) pushforward and (flat) pullback; the notations /* and /* are 
also used for pullback and (flat) pushforward on cohomology. All maps used here will 
be assumed proper. A formula often used is the projection formula: 

/.(/•en/?) = en/.(/?) 

for cohomology class c on Y and homology class (3 on X. Note that both A^(X) and 
AT(X) are modules over the algebra A^(pt) = C[T*], where T* is the dual of the 
Lie algebra of T, and the homomorphisms /*,/* are module homomorphisms. We 
often extend these homomorphisms over the field C(T*) without explicitly saying so. 
Finally, suppose we have a fiber square 

F    -i -»•    M 
Pi iq 
X    -! '-*     Y 

where i is a regular embedding of codimension d, then we have 

p*ilP = i*q*l3 

for any homology class /3 on M.   Here r : A^(M) -> AT_d(F) is the refined Gysin 
homomor phism. 

2.1. Functorial localization. Let X be an algebraic stack with a T action 
and equipped with a suitable perfect obstruction theory (see [27][17]). Let Fr denote 
the fixed point components in X. Let [X]^7*, [i^]1^ be the equivariant virtual classes 
of X and the Fr. Then by [17], 

[X] 
vir _ V^ • [Fr]

mr 

^tr'eT{Fr/X) 

where ir : Fr -> X are the inclusions, and eT(Fr/X) the equivariant Euler class of the 
virtual normal bundle of Fr C X. Then for any cohomology class c on X, we have 

.•*    p| [771 ivir 

Throughout this subsection, let 

/:    X^Y 

be an equivariant map with Y smooth. Let E be a fixed point component in Y, and let 
F be the fixed points in f~1(E). Let g be the restriction of / to F, and JE ' E ->• F, 
ii? : F -> X be the inclusion maps. Thus we have the commutative diagram: 

F    ^    X 
(2-2) gi If 

E    -^    Y. 

Then we have the following functorial localization formula. 
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LEMMA 2.1.    Given a cohomology class UJ G Ajr(X), we have the equality on E: 

— 9* 
eriE/Y) ** \  eriF/X) 

Proof. Applying 2.1 to the class c = ou • f*JE*l on X, we get 

vnB.in[xr=iF.K     eTiF/x) 

Note that the contributions from fixed components other than F vanish. Applying /* 
to both sides, we get 

/*(a;n[Aj     jnjE*! - J*IF* I  e   (p/x)  

Now / o iF = jE o g which, implies 

*«F* =jE*g*,   IpJ    =9 JE- 

Thus we get 

Applying j^ to both sides here, we get 

'i*Fu ■ g*eT(E/Y) n [Ff 
j'Mw n [X]™) n eriE/Y) = eT(E/Y) n g* , Cr(F/X) 

= er(S/r)2nfl. 
^CJ n [F]OTr 

eriF/X) 

Since eriE/Y) is invertible, our assertion follows. D 
Note that if F has more than one component, then the right hand side of the 

formula above becomes a sum over those components in an obvious way. 

COROLLARY 2.2. LetY' be a T-invariant submanifold ofY, f':X' = /_1(F') -> 
Y' be the restriction of f : X —> Y to the substack X', and j : Y' —> Y, i : X' —>• X be 
the inclusions. Then for any w £ A^iX), we have 

j*Mu;n[xrir)       fi*un[X'Y 
eriY'/Y) J* V e^X'/X) 

Proof. Let E be any fixed point component of Y contained in Y', and F be the 
fixed points in f~1(E)1 as in the preceding lemma. Then we have the commutative 
diagram 

F     %    X'     A     X 
(2.3) gi f'l fi 

We will show that 

E    -^    Y1     -?-¥    Y. 

;l * ,-rf.{u}n[XY>ir)\ _ ,, *,, (i*Fun[x'} 
^ j'E   l :    eriY'/Y)     ) ~ 3E

 
f* \  eT(X'/X) 
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Then our assertion follows from the localization theorem. 
Put JE := j 0 J'EI ip '— i 0 ip- The left hand side of (*) is 

fB*j*Mun[xrir) jy^njx}^) 
J'E*eT(Y>/Y)      =eT{E/Y) n       eT(E/Y) 

= eriE/Y ) fl ^ I I   (preceding lemma). 

Now apply the left hand square in 2.3 and the preceding lemma again to the class 
eT(x"/x) on X'- Then the right hand side of (*) becomes 

n[F]vir\ 

'-'f''(-iMr)nlx'r")=eTiE'Y')r's- 
= eT(E/Yf)ng* 

eT(F/X>) 

i*Fu;n[F]v 

eriF/X) 

This proves (*). D 

3. General Projective T-manifolds. Let X be a projective T-manifold. 
Let Md(X) be the degree (l,d), arithmetic genus zero, 0-pointed, stable map moduli 
stack with target P1 x X. The standard Cx action on P1 together with the T action 
on X induces a G = Cx x T action on Md(X). Let LTd(X) G A^(Md(X)) be the 
virtual class of this moduli stack. This is an equivariant homology class of dimension 
(ci(X),d) +dim X. 

The Cx fixed point components Fr, labelled by 0 X r ^ d, in Md(X) can be 
described as follows (see [30]). Let Fr be the substack 

Fr:=Mo,i(r,X)xxMo,i(d-r,X) 

obtained from gluing the two one pointed moduli stacks. More precisely, consider the 
map 

e* x e$_r : Motl(r,X) x Moti(d -r,X)^XxX 

given by evaluations at the corresponding marked points; and 

A: X-^XxX 

the diagonal map. Then we have 

Fr = (e? x etr)-1^)- 

Note that Fd = Mo}i(d,X) = FQ by convention, but FQ and Fd will be embedded 
into Md(X) in two different ways. The Fr can be identified with a C* fixed point 
component of Md(X) as follows. Consider the case r ^ 0, d first. Given a pair 
(Ci,fi,xi) x (C2,f2,002) in Fr, we get a new curve C by gluing Ci,C2 to P1 with 
^1,^2 glued to 0,oo £ P1 respectively. The new curve C is mapped into P1 x X as 
follows. Map P1 C C identically onto P1, and collapse Ci,C2 to 0, 00 respectively; 
then map Ci, (72 into X with /1, /2 respectively, and collapse the P1 to f(xi) = ffa). 
This defines a stable map (C,/) in Md(X). For r = d, we glue (Ci,fi,xi) to P1 at 
a^i and 0. For r = 0, we glue (C2, /2,#2) to P1 at 0:2 and 00. 

Notations: 
(i) We identify Fr as a substack of Md(X) as above, and let 

ir:Fr^ Md(X) 
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denote the inclusion map. 
(ii) We have evaluation maps 

ex : Fr -> X, 

which sends a pair in Fr to the value at the common marked point. While the 
notation ex doesn't reflect the dependence on r, the domain Fr that ex operates 
on will be clear, 

(iii) We have the obvious inclusion 

A' :FrC Mo,i(r,X) x Mo,i(d-r,X), 

and projections 

po :Fr ->Mo,i(r,X), p^ : Fr -> M0A(d - r,X). 

(iv) Let Lr denote the universal line bundle on Mo,i(r,X). 
(v) We have the natural forgetting, evaluation, and projection maps: 

p:Mo,i(d,X)->Moto(d,X) 

ex :MoMX)^X 

ir:Md{X)^Mo,o(d,X). 

We also have the obvious commutative diagrams 

Md(X) 

Mo,o(d,X)     ^-     M0il(d,X) 

Fr      ^    Motl{r,X)xM0tl(d-r,X) 
(3.1) exi iexxex_r 

x    A x xx 
where A is the diagonal map. Note that we have a diagram similar to 3.1 but 
with X replaced by Y in the bottom row. From the fiber square 3.1, we have a 
refined Gysin homomorphism 

A! : AT{Mo,i(r,X) x Mo,i(d-r,X)) -»• Aj_dim x(Fr). 

We refer the reader to section 6 [27] for the following 

LEMMA 3.1. [27] Forr / 0,d, [Fr}vir = A^LTQ^X) X LTo,i(d-r,X)). 

(vi) Let a be the weight of the standard Cx action on P1. We denote by A^(X)(a) 
the algebra obtained from A^(X)[a] by inverting the classes OJ such that (z^u;)-1 

is well-defined in A*(F)<g)C(T*)(a), for every fixed point component F. If /? is an 
element in A^(X)(a), we let ft be the class obtained from /? by replacing a —> —a. 
We also introduce formal variables £ = (Ci>»-jCm) such that (a = —(a. Denote 
1Z = C(T*)[Q;]. When a multiplicative class &T, such as the Chern polynomial 
cT = xr + xci + • • • + cr, is considered, we must replace the ground field C by 
C(x), so that CT takes value in Chow groups with appropriate coefficients. This 
change of ground field will be implicit whenever necessary. 

(vii) For each d, let (p : Md(X) —>• Wd be a G-equivariant map into smooth manifold 
(or orbifold) Wd with the property that the Cx fixed point components in Wd are 
G-invariant submanifolds Yr such that Lp~1{Yr) = Fr. 
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The spaces Wd exist but are not unique.  Two specific kinds will be used here. 
First, choose an equivariant protective embedding 

r : X -> Y = Pni x • • • x Pnm 

which induces an isomorphism A1(X) = A1(Y). Then we have a G-equivariant 
embedding 

Md(X) -+ Md(Y). 

There is a G-equivariant map (see [29] and references there) 

Md(Y) -+ Wd := iVdl x • • • x Ndrn 

where the Nda := Pfl'0(P1,O(da))
na+1 ^ ^{ria+i)da+na^ which are the linear 

sigma model for the Pni. Thus composing the two maps above, we get a G- 
equivariant map 99 : Md{X) -> Wd. It is also easy to check that the Cx fixed 
point components in Wd have the desired property. Second, if X is a toric variety, 
then there exist toric varieties Wd [31] where Yr are submanifolds of X. We 
postpone the discussion of this till section 5 when we discuss the case of toric 
manifolds. From now on, unless specified otherwise, Wd will be the first kind as 
defined above, 

(viii) We denote the equivariant hyperplane classes on Wd by /ca (which are pullbacked 
from the each of the Nda to Wd). We denote the equivariant hyperplane classes 
on Y by Ha (which are pullbacked from each of the Pna to Y). We use the same 
notations for their restrictions to X. We write ft • £ = Y^a ^aCa, H • t = J2aHata, 
d-t = J2adata, where the t and ( are formal variables. 

3.1. Localization on stable map moduli.    Clearly we have the commutative 
diagram: 

(3.2) 

Let <p : Md(X) -* Wd, eY : Fr -)► Yr play the respective roles of / : X ->- Y, f : X' -> 
Y' in functorial localization. Then it follows that 

LEMMA 3.2.    Given a cohomology class LO on Md(X), we have the following 
equality on Yr = Y for 0 < r < d: 

j*rip*(u;nLTd(x)) _ Y( ^n[Fr; 

Fr -** Md{X 

>Yl \r<P 

Yr JU wd. 

eoiYrlWd) *  \eG{FrlMd{X)) 

Following [29], one can easily compute the Euler classes ec^Yr/Wd), and they are 
given as follows. For d = (di,.., dm), r — (ri,.... rm) •< d, we have 

m      Ha      da 

eG(Yr/Wd) = H IIII       (#« - X«>i - (fc - r-)a) 
a=l i=0 k=0k^ra 

where the Xa^ are the T weights of Pna.   Note that eY is the composition of ex : 
Fr -> X withr : X -> Y = Yr. Thus 
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It follows that 

LEMMA 3.3.    Given a cohomology class co on Mrf(X); we have the following 
equality on X for 0 ^ r ■< d: 

nM^LTd{x))\ / ^[Fry \ 
T\      eG{YrlWd)      )     eT["i/Y)ne*  \eG(Fr/Md(X)))- 

Now if I/J is a cohomology class on Mo^(d^X), then for u = TT*^, we get ZQCJ = 
i^ir*^ = p**/). It follows that 

LEMMA 3.4.   Given a cohomology class tft on Mo^(d,X), we have the following 
equality on X: 

-f^r/£rH^>--( p^nLT^d.X) 
eG(F0/Md(X)) 

LEMMA 3.5.   For r ^ 0, d, 

eG(Fr/Md(X)) = a(a +p*c1(Lr)) • a(a -p^c^Ld-r)). 

For r = 0,d, 

eG(F0/Md(X)) = a(a - ci(Ld)), eG(Frf/Md(X)) = a(a + c1(Ld)). 

The computation done in section 2.3 of [29] and in section 3 of [30] (see also 
references there), for the normal bundles Njrr/Md(X)i makes no use of the convexity 
assumption on TX. Therefore it carries over here with essentially no change. 

3.2. From gluing identity to Euler data. Fix a T-equivariant multiplicative 
class &T- Fix a T-equivariant bundle of the form V — V+ 0 V"~, where V^ are 
respectively the convex/concave bundles on X. We assume that 

n .= t>T(V+) 
'    frr(F-) 

is a well-defined invertible class on X.   By convention, if V = V± is purely con- 
vex/concave, then ft = bT(V±)±1. Recall that the bundle V —>• X induces the bundles 

Vd ^ Mo,o(d,X), Ud -> Mo,i(d,-Y), Ud -> Md(X). 

Moreover, they are related by Ud = p*Vd, Ud = 7r*Vrf, Define linear maps 

C : AUMd(X}} - A*ma). f* - «f (^^j) • 

THEOREM 3.6. For 0 ^r ^ d, we have the following identity in Aj(X)(a): 

ft H iyrir*bT(Vd) = iv0
ir7r*bT(Vr) • i$rir*bT(Vd-r). 

Proof For simplicity, let's consider the case V = V^. The general case is entirely 
analogous. The proof here is the one in [29] [30], but slightly modified to take into 
account the new ingredient coming from the virtual class. 
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Recall that a point (/, C) in Fr C Md comes from gluing together a pair of stable 
maps (fi,Ci,xi),(f2,C2,X2) with fi(xi) = /2OE2) = P G X. From this, we get an 
exact sequence over C: 

0 -4 f*V -> RV 0 /2*T/ -+ V\p -4 0. 

Passing to cohomology, we have 

0 -> F0(c,/*y) ->■ ff^d,/^) © i?0(c2,/2*y) -> F|P ->■ 0. 

Hence we obtain an exact sequence of bundles on Fr: 

0 -> <;% -^ C/; 0 U'd_r -> ex*V -+ 0. 

Here i*Ud is the restriction to Fr of the bundle Ua ->• Md(X). And i7^ is the pullback 
of the bundle Ur -t Mo}i(d,X), and similarly for ^_r. Taking the multiplicative 
class &T5 we get the identity on Fr: 

ex*bT(V) • bT(i*rUd) = briK) • Wi_P). 

We refer to this as the gluing identity. 
Now put 

eG{Fr/Mr(X))      eG{Fo/Md-r{X)) 

From the commutative diagram 3.1, we have the identity: 

e?A!M = A*(e?xe?_r).(a;). 

On the one hand is 

A*(e*xe*_r)*H 

= ( x,  briU^nLTo^X) x      bT(Ud-r)nLTotl(d-r,X) 
[er '*     eG(Fr/Mr(X))       ' [ed-r)*        eG(Fo/Md-r(X)) 

_( x,  P*bT(Vr)nLT0tl(r,X) x      p*bT(Vd-r) HLTp^d - r,X) 
^ >*      eG(Fr/Mr(X)) ' [ed-r)*         eG{F0IMd^{X)) 

= i^1<*bT{Vr)-iZ>rir*bT{Vd-r). 

On the other hand, applying the gluing identity, we have 

„x.u.*_jci        brW) bT(U'd_r) 
*     y  ' \a(a + i%ci(Lr))      a(a -pMLd-r))     l rJ 

_   x (e^bT{V) ■ i*rbT{Ud) n [Frf
ir\ 

eG{FrIMd{X)) 

V  eG(Fr/Md(A)) 

= bT(V)nivr
ir7r*bT(yd). 

This proves our assertion. □ 
Specializing the theorem to br = 1, we get 
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COROLLARY 3.7.    i^ld = iozrlr •2oM*ld-r where Id is the identity class in on 
Md(X). 

For a given convex/concave bundle V on X, and multiplicative class &x, we put 

Av>bT(t) = A(t) := e-n-^^Ad e*' 

A   ._ tvir^ (vs _ px fp*bT(Vd)nLToA(d,X)\ 
Ad-t0  *6r^-e-  I      eG(Fo/Md(X))       J 

Here we will use the convention that AQ = 0, and the sum is over all d = (di,..., dm) G 
Z^. When the reference to V, 6T is clear, we'll drop them from the notations. The 
special case in the corollary will play an important role. So we introduce the notation: 

m-e-^/^lde^, ld = iVTU. 
d 

By the preceding theorem and Lemma 3.2, it follows immediately that for LJ = 
¥>.(7r*6r(Vd) n LTd(X)), we have 

/    une«<=   V    f        ?>     .  e^+^X 

= Y^ [ iririr*bT(Vd) e^H+r^< 

= YJI 
n~1 n Ar 'j4d-'- e(H+''a)c (Theorem 3.6). 

Since u; € ^?(^), hence /^ c^flc € A^(pt) = C[r*, a] for all c G ^G(^), it follows 
that both sides of the eqn. above lie in 7£[[C]]. This motivates the following (cf. [16]) 

DEFINITION 3.8. Let Q, G A^(X), invertible.  We call a power series of the form 

B{t) := e-*'*'"^** ed'\ Bd G Al{X){a) 
d 

an tt-Euler series if Eo^r^rf fx n"1 n ^ ' Bd-r e(H+ra">< G K][£[] for all d. 

Thus we have seen cibove that an elementary consequence of the gluing identity 
in Theorem 3.6 is that 

COROLLARY 3.9. Av^T{t) = e-^^E^V&r^) e** is an Euler series. 

DEFINITION 3.10.  [29] Let A G ^(y).   We call a sequence P :   Pd G A*G(Wd) 
an A-Euler data if 

A • j;Pd = Wr ■ JoPd-r,   O^r^d. 

Let P be an A-Euler data such that T*A is invertible. Then we have 

(3.3) T*A • T*j;Pd n iV
r
lrld = T*JZPr ■ T*tiPd-r D i%rlr ■ i^U-r- 
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By Lemma 3.3, 

T jrt
J
dr\ir   ld = T jrt

,
d •eT(A/y)     Dr        

-eT(x/y) nr I—T^m—) 

Thus 3.3 becomes 

r*A n ivr
tr<p*Pd = i#rip*Pr ' %tr<p*Pd-r- 

(cf. Theorem 3.6.) From this we get, as before, 

/    ip*LTd(X) H Pd • e"< =  f T+A-
1
 nivirv*Pr- iv0

irv*Pd-r e(H+ra>t G ^[[C]]. 
Jwd Jx 

Therefore, that 

B(t) = e-*1'1'* Y^ ior<P*Pd e^ 
d 

is an Euler series, is just an elementary consequence of the Euler data identity. More 
generally, we have 

THEOREM 3.11.   Let P be an A-Euler data as before, and let 0(t) = e~H't/oi 

^ZdOd ed'* be any tt-Euler series.  Then 

Bit) = e-^*/"^ r* j0*Prf H Od ed 
:i Jo^d i i ^d c 

d 

is an ft - T*A-Euler series. 

Proof. Define P^ on Wd by setting 

j*rP^ := niil^Or - Od-r) H eG(Yr/Wd). 

By the localization theorem, this defines a class on Wd. Moreover, we have 

f p'd n e«< = T f n^Or • od-r e^H+ra>< e n. 
Jwd r  Jx 

It follows that P^ e Af(Wd) <g> 71 (see proof of Lemma 2.15 [29]). Now 

/   Pd H Pi eK< = T I V'^A-1 (r*i0*PrnOr) • (r*j0*P,_r n Od_r) e^+^<, 
JWd y JX 

which lies in 11 because Pd D P'd lies in Af (Wd) 0 11. D 
Note that if Od = Id, then P^ in the proof above is just (p*LTd(X). For explicit 

examples of Euler data, see [29] [30]. 

3.3. From Euler data to intersection numbers.    Again, fix the data V, br 
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as before. From now on we write ex simply as e. We recall the notations 

Av>bT(t) = A(t) = e-B'^Y^Ad ed'\ 
d 

A   -^r*h  nr\ - ~x (p*bT(Vd)nLToyl(d,X) 
Ad-10   *bT^-e*   {       eG(F0/Md(X)) 

Kv/ = Kd= [ b(Vd) 

$v>b = $ = ^Kde
dt. 

THEOREM 3.12. (i) degaAd < -2. 
(ii) If for each d the class bTiVd) has homogeneous degree the same as the dimension 

of LToio(d, X), then in the nonequivariant limit we have 

L e-HtlaAd = a-z{2-d-t)Kd 
x 

f  (A(t) - e-ff-*/an) = a"3(2$ - ^t 

Proof. By definition. 

^-^y     eG(Fo/Md(X)) 

So assertion (i) follows iEimediately from this formula Lemma 3.5. 
The second equality in assertion (ii) follows from the first equality in (ii). Now 

consider 

I := I e-^Aa 

=  f „-e*H.t,a        P*b(Vd) 

JL LToAd,x) ecx(Fo/Md(X)) 

e-e*H-t/a 
b(Vd) p, 

LTO.OKX)  
v a' r   \ec«(Fo/Md(X)) 

Now b(Vd) has homogeneous degree the same as the dimension of LXb?o(d, X). The 
second factor in the last integrand contributes a scalar factor given by integration over 
a fiber E of p. By Lemma 3.5, the degree 1 term in the second factor is ~e

alsI't + -^s 
where c = ci(Ld). 

Now the line bundle Ld on Mo,i(<i, X) is the restriction of the universal bundle 
L'd on Mo,i(d,y) (X = Pni x ... x Pn-), and the map p : Mo,i(d,X) -> Afo,o(d, A"), 
is the restriction of the forgetting map p' : Mo,i(d,y) -> Mo,o(d,Y)' For the latter, 
the general fiber of p' is smooth E' = P1 so that 

/  i*E,c1(L'd)= I  c1(TEl) = 2. 
JE

1 JE' 

Since p' is flat, 

f i*ECi(Ld)=  f  eE,c1{L,
d)^2. 

JE JE' 
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Restricting to a fiber E say over (C,/) G MCO^-^OJ the evaluation map e is equal 
to /, which is a degree d map E —> X. It follows that 

l e*H = d. 
E 

So we have 
T     ,   d-t       2 , T^    ,_, 

a6      a6 

THEOREM 3.13.    More generally suppose br is an equivariant multiplicative class 
of the form 

bT(V) =xr + x'^hfy) + • ■ • + br(y), rkV = r 

where x is a formal variable, bi is a class of degree i. Suppose 

s := rk Vd — exp. dim Mo,o(d, X) > 0 

is independent of d y 0.  Then in the nonequivariant limit, 

h(i)'l-0 L e~"""A* = ^'^'v -d ■ w* 

Proof. The proof is entirely analogous to (ii) above. □ 
In the case of briy) = 1, one can improve the a degree estimates for Ad — ld 

given by Theorem 3.12 (i). 

LEMMA 3.14.   For all d, 

dega Id < ram(-2,-(ci(X),d)). 

Proof. If (ci(X),<i) < 2, then the assertion is a special case Theorem 3.12 (i). So 
suppose that (ci(X),d) > 2. The class LTo,i(d, X) is of dimension 

s = exp.dim Mo,i(d,-X") = (ci(X),d) + dim X — 2. 

Let c = ci(Ld). Then c^nZ/To,i(d, X) is of dimension s — k, and so e*(cfenl/To?i(d, X)) 
lies in the group Aj_k(X). But this group is zero unless s — k < dim X or k > 
s — dim X — (ci(X), d) — 2. Now by Lemma 3.5, it follows that 

ld = iZU = X) ^W e*(c& nLTo,i(d,Jr)). 
A;><ci(X),d>-2 

This completes the proof. D 

REMARK 3.15.   Tfte entire theory discussed in this section obviously specializes 
to the case T = 1, hence applies to any protective manifold X. 

4. Linking. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A projective T-manifold X is called a balloon manifold if XT is 
finite, and if for p G XT, the weights of the isotropic representation TPX are pairwise 
linearly independent. 

The second condition in the definition is known as the GKM condition [18]. We 
will assume that our balloon manifold has the property that if p, q £ XT such that 
c(p) = c(q) for all c G A^(X), then p = q. From now on, unless stated otherwise, 
X will be a balloon manifold with this property. If two fixed points p, q in X are 
connected by a T-invariant 2-sphere, then we call that 2-sphere a balloon and denote 
it by pq. For examples and the basic facts we need to use about these manifolds, see 
[30] and references there. All the results in sections 5-6 in [30] are proved for balloon 
manifolds without any convexity assumption, and are therefore also applicable here. 
We will quote the ones we need here without proof, but with only slight change in 
notations and terminology. 

DEFINITION 4.2. Two Euler series A,B are linked if for every balloon pq in X 
and every d = 8\pq\ >- 0. the function {Ad — Bd)\p € C(T*)(Q;) is regular at a = j 
where A is the weight on the tangent line Tv(pq) C TPX. 

THEOREM 4.3. (Theorem 5.4 [30]) Suppose A, B are linked Euler series satisfying 
the following properties: for dy 0, 
(i) For p G XT, every possible pole of (Ad — Bd)\p is a scalar multiple of a weight on 

TPX. 
(ii) dega(Ad-Bd) < -2. 

Then we have A = B. 

THEOREM 4.4. (Theorem 6.6 [30]) Suppose that A,B are two linked Euler se- 
ries having property (i) of the preceding theorem. Suppose that degaAd < — 2 for 
all d y 0, and that there exists power series f G ^[[e*1, ..,etm]]; g = (gi^.^g^, 
9j € ^[[e*1,..^*™]], without constant terms, such that 

(4.1) e'/aB(t) = n - Og'^+g) + 0{a-2) 

when expanded in powers of a-1.  Then 

A(t+-g)=ef/a B(t). 

The change of variables effected by f,g above is an abstraction of what's known 
as mirror transformations [9]. 

THEOREM 4.5.   Let   p G XT,   u   G   A? (Mo,i {d,X)) [a],    and   consider 

^ (iSf/^S) G CCHM as a function of a. Then 
(i) Every possible pole of the function is a scalar multiple of a weight on TpX. 

(ii) Let pq be a balloon in X, and A be the weight on the tangent line Tp(pq).   If 
d — 8\pq\ >- 0; then the pole of the function at a — X/S is of the form 

(   /v\  1 1 ^ 
S a(a - X/5) eT(F/Mo,i(d,X)) 



(4.2) 
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where F is the (isolated) fixed point (P1,/^) G Mo,i(d,X) with fs(0) = p, and 
fs : P1 —> X maps by a 5-fold cover of pq. 

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 

{F}    ^    Mo,i(d,X) 
e' I el 

p      —> A 

where e is the evaluation map, {F} are the fixed point components in e_1(p), e' is the 
restriction of e to {F}, and ipyip are the usual inclusions. By functorial localization 
we have, for any (3 6 Ay(Mo,i(d,-X"))(a), 

We apply this to the class 

^ = eG(F0/Md(X)) = a(a-c) 

where c = ci(Ld) (cf. Lemma 3.5). For (i), we will show that a pole of the sum 4.2 is 
at either a — 0 or a — \' /8' for some tangent weight A' on TPX. For (ii), we will 
show that only one F in the sum 4.2 contributes to the pole at a = A/5, that the 
contributing F is the isolated fixed point (P1,/$,()) as asserted in (ii), and that the 
contribution has the desired form. 

A fixed point (C, /, x) in e_1 (p) is such that f(x) = p, and that the image curve 
/(C) lies in the union of the T-invariant balloons in X. The restriction of the first 
Chern class c to an F must be of the form 

ipC = CF + wp 

where cp € A1(F), and wp E T* is the weight of the representation on the line TXC 
induced by the linear map dfx : TXC —> TPX (cf.   [26]).   The image of dfx is either 
0 or a tangent line Tp(pr) of a balloon pr. Thus wp is either zero (when the branch 

f 
Ci C C containing x is contracted), or wp — Xf/S' (when Ci—>X maps by a (J'-fold 
cover of a balloon pr with tangent weight A'). The class epiF/Mo^ (d, X)) is obviously 
independent of a.  Since cp is nilpotent, a pole of the sum 4.2 is either at a = 0 or 
a = wp for some F. This proves (i). 

Now, an F in the sum 4.2 contributes to the pole at a = X/5 only if wp = X/8. 
Since the weights on TPX are pairwise linearly independent, that X/8 = A'/S' implies 
that A = A' and 8 = 8'. Since d = 8[pq], it follows that the only fixed point contributing 

to the pole at a = X/8 is (C, /, x) where C—>-X maps by a J-fold cover of the balloon 
pq with C = P1 and f(x) = 0. This is an isolated fixed point, which we denote by 
F = (P1, fs, 0). It contributes to the sum 4.2 the term 

ipf} 1       ipU 1 

/, Ip eriF/MoMX))      8 a(a - X/8) eT(F/Mo,i(d,X))' 

Here F is an orbifold point of order 8, and hence the integration contributes the factor 
1/8. This proves (ii). D 
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Fix the data V, &T and a A-Euler data P :  Pa such that 

r*A = 0:=&T(y+)/6T(y-). 

We now discuss the interplay between four Euler series: A
V

'
6T

(£), 1(£), and two others 

B(t) := e-H^a Y, T*JZPd n Od e** 
d 

where 0(t) denote some unspecified Euler series linked to l(t). (In particular 0(t) 
may be specialized to l(t) itself.) That B(t) is an Euler series follows from Theorem 
3.11. 

COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose that ata = X/S and F = (P1, fs, 0), we have ipJoPd = 
i*FP*bT(yd) for all d = S\pq]. Then B{t) is linked to Av>bT(t). 

Proof Since 0(t) is linked to l(t) by assumption, it follows trivially that 

B(t) = e-B*'" J2T*JoPd n Od e^ 
d 

c{t) = e-H.t/a ^2^f0Pd H ld e*'* 
d 

are linked. So it suffices to show that A(t) and C(t) are linked. Denote their respective 
Fourier coefficients by Ad, Cj- Then 
(4.3) 

LT0!l(d,X)   \      ,     fp*bT(Vd)nLT0A(d,Xy 
i*pCd - i*pAd = i*pJoPd ■ i*pe* f - 

eG{FolMd{X)))      P*V       eG(FolMd{X)) 

By Theorem 4.5 (ii), this difference is regular because the zero of the function ipjyPd — 
i*FP*bT(Vd) cancels the simple pole of each term in 4.3 at a = X/d. D 

We now formulate one of the main theorems of this paper. It'll also give a more 
directly applicable form of Theorem 4.4. Given the data V, br, 0(£),P, and 

B(t) := e-H^aYlr*3SPd n Od edt, 
d 

assume that the preceding corollary holds. Suppose in addition, that 
(*) For each d, we have the form 

r* j*Pd - na^x^ (a + (a' + a" • ^a"1 + ...), 

for some a, a', a" G C(T*) (depending on d). 
(**) For each d, we have the form (written in cohomology A^(X)): 

Od = a-^x^ (b + (bl + 6" • H)^1 + •..), 

for some b^b^b" G C(T*) (depending on d). 

THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that Av>bT(t),B(t) are as in the preceding corollary. 
Under the assumptions (*)-(**), there exist power series f £ ^[[e*1,..,^"*]], 9 = 
(gi,..,gm), gj G TZ^e11 ,..,etm]], without constant terms, such that 

Av*T(t + g) = ef'aB{t). 
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Proof. Recall that 

B(t) := e-^/^r*j0*Prf n Od e*'*. 
d 

By the preceding corollary, B(t) is linked to A(t). We will use the asymptotic forms 
(*)-(**) to explicitly construct f,g satisfying the condition 4.1. Our assertion then 
follows from Theorem 4.4. 

By (*)-(**), the Fourier coefficient Bd, dy 0, of B(t) has the form 

Bd = n (ab + (a^ + a'tya'1 + (aft" + a"b) • i/a"1 + • • •) 

(and Bo = ft). Multiplying this by e~H't/a = 1 - H • to"1 + • • •, and e**, and then 
sum over d, we get the form 

B(f) = fi (C + (C + C" • ff - C H • tja"1 + • • •) 

where C, C", Cf E C(T*)[[etl, ..,e*m]] having constant terms 1,0,0 respectively. It 
follows that 

B(t) = n(i-(t-^).£ra-1 + ..-) c 
So putting / = —alog C — ^- and g = —^- yields the eqn. 4.1. This completes the 
proof. D 

COROLLARY 4.8.   The preceding theorem holds if we specialize the choice of 0(t) 
to l{t), ie. 

B(t) - e-*'*'" J2 T*&Pd n U e^. 

Proof. The preceding theorem holds for any Euler series 0(t) satisfying the 
condition (**) linked to 1(£). Now by Lemma 3.14, \{t) satisfies condition (**); and 
obviously it is also linked to itself. □ 

4.1. Linking values. In this subsection, we continue using the notations 
V,&T,1(£),0(£),A(£), introduced above, where 0(t) is linked to l(t). We will apply 
Theorem 4.7 to the case when br is the Euler class or the Chern polynomial. 

For simplicity, we will assume that V has the following property: that there exist 
nontrivial T-equivariant line bundles L]1", ..,L^-+;L^, ..,L~_ on X with ci(L^) > 0 
and ci(LT) < 0, such that for any balloon pq = P1 in X we have 

V±\       -mA^ri. 
V      \pq — ^i=l^i   \pq- 

Note that ^ = rk V±. We also require that 

(4.4) fi := bT(V+)/bT(V-) = JJ bT(Lt)/ JJ bT(Lj). 
i 3 

In this case we call the list (Lf, ..,L+ + ;Z,^, ..,L~_) the splitting type of V.   Note 
that V is not assumed to split over X. 

THEOREM 4.9. Let br = er be the equivariant Euler class. Let pq be a balloon, 
d = S\pq] y 0, and X be the weight on the tangent line Tq(pq). Let F = (P1,/$,()) be 
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the fixed point, as in Theorem 4-5(ii).  Then 
(4.5) 

i*Fp*bT(vd)=n ii {ci(Lt)\P - kx/s) x n   n   (d^)^+**/*). 
i A;=0 j k=l 

In particular, Av'eT(t) is linked to the Euler series B(t) — e-11'1^ Y^d^d ^ where 

(ci(Lt),d) -(ci(L7),d>-l 

Bd=Odnn n (ci(^)-Mxn   n  (^(^7)+^). 
i k=0 j k=l 

Proof. Define P :  Pd G A*G(Wd) by 

(ci(L+),d) -<ci(i7),d>-l 

ft-n n (^-*«)xn   n  ^7+^)' 
i k=0 j k=l 

where Lf G ^(Wd) denotes the canonical lifting of ci(L^) G A^(Y). Then P is an 
ft-Euler data (see section 2.2 [29]). By Theorem 3.11, it follows that Bd = r^j^PdnOd 
is an Euler series. By (corollary to) Theorem 4.5, i4(£) is linked to B(t), provided that 
eqn. 4.5 holds. We now prove eqn. 4.5. 

We first consider a single convex line bundle V = L. As before, the fixed point 
F - (P1, fs, 0) in Mo,i(d,X) is a J-fold cover of the balloon pq = P1. We can write 
it as 

Note that the T-action on X induces the standard rotation on pq = P1 with weight 
A. Clearly, we have 

i*FP*eT(Vd) = i*p{F)eT(Vd) = eT(i*p{F)Vd). 

The right hand side is the product the weights of the T representation on the vector 
space 

i;{F)Vd = H0(P\^L) = H0(P\fZO(l)) 

where / = (ci(L), \pq]}. Thus we get (cf. section 2.4 [29]) 

is . 
eT(i;{F)Vd) = l[(c1(L)\p-k^). 

k=0 

This proves 4.5 for a single convex line bundle. 
Similarly for a concave line bundle V = L, if its restriction to the balloon pq is 

O(-l) with -I = (ci(L), \pq]), then 

id-i , 

eT(i;{F)Vd)=l[(c1(L)\p + k-). 
k=l 

This is 4.5 for a single concave line bundle. The general case can clearly be obtained 
by taking products. □ 

A parallel argument for br = the Chern polynomial yields 
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THEOREM 4.10. Let br = CT be the equivariant Chern polynomial, with the rest 
of the notations as in the preceding theorem. Then 

(ci(L+),d) -<ci(L7),d)-l 

i*FP*°r(V) = l[   H    {x + c1(Lt)\p-kX/6)xl[      JJ      {x + c^Lj)], + kX/S). 
i       k=0 j k=l 

In particular, Av>eT(t) is linked to the Euler series B(i) = e-11'1^ J2d^d edt w^ere 

<ci(Lt),d) -(ci(L7),d>-l 

Bd = Odnl[     JJ     (x + ^(Lf) - ka) x H        l[        (x-c1(L7) + to). 
i k=0 j k=l 

By Theorem 4.7, we can therefore compute A(t) = Av,bT(t) in terms of the Euler 
series B(t) given above, provided that the Euler data P and the Euler series 0(t) both 
have the appropriate asymptotic forms (*)-(**) required by Theorem 4.7. 

COROLLARY 4.11.   Let br be either CT or CT- Suppose that 

(4.6) c1(V+)-c1(T/-)<c1(X). 

Then the condition (*) holds for the Euler data P in the two preceding theorems. In 
this case, if 0(t) is any Euler series linked to l(t) and satisfies condition (**), then 
Theorem J^.l applies to compute AY^it) in terms of 0(t) and P. 

Proof. The Euler data P in either of the preceding theorems has the form: for 
each d >- 0, 

T*JZPd = fia<ci(v+)-c1(v-),d>-Ar_ (a + (o, + a,,. H)a-i + . . . ) ) 

for some a,a',a" € C(cT*) (depending on d). By assumption, 

(c1(V+)-c1(V-),d)<{c1(X),d). 

This implies that P satisfies the condition (*). □ 
This result shows that if ft = bT(V~{~)/bT{V~) has a certain factorized form 4.4, 

and if there is a suitable bound 4.6 on first Chern classes, then A(t) = Av>bT(t) is 
computable in terms of the l(t) (or a suitable Euler series 0(t) linked to it). Note 
that even though l(t) is not known explicitly in closed form in general, it is universal 
in the sense that it is natural and is independent of any choice of V or br- Its Fourier 
coefficients also happen to be related to the universal line bundle on Moii(d,X). In 
the next section, we specialize 0(t) to something quite explicit. We also discuss some 
other ways to compute A(t). We consider situations in which the first Chern class 
bound and the factorization condition on Q can be removed. 

5. Applications and Generalizations. Throughout this section, we continue 
to use the same notations: V,bT,ft>,A(t),.... 

5.1. Inverting 1^. Suppose 1^ is invertible for all d. Then obviously, there 
exist unique Bj £ A^(X)(a) such that 

A(t)=e-H't'aYtBdnide
d't. 

In particular this says that for d = S[pq], F = (P1, /#, 0), we must have 

(5.1) i;Bd = i*Fp*bT(Vd) 
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at a = X/6. By Theorem 4.3, the Bd are the unique classes in A^(X)(a) such that 
(i) eqn. 5.1 holds, 

(ii) dega Bdnid< -2. 
(iii) e-H^a J2Bdnid edmi is an H-Euler series. 

In other words these algebraic conditions completely determine the Bd- Thus in 
principle the Bd can be computed in terms of the classes I'd and the linking values 
5.1. The point is that this is true whether or not the bound 4-6 or the factorized form 
ft 4-4 holds. Here are a few examples. 

Example 1. X = Y is a product of projective space with the maximal torus action. 
In this case, 

ld = eG(Y0/Wd) 

which is given explicitly in section 2. We also have Bd = io(/:?*(7r*^T(Vd) fl LTd(X)) G 
^4y(X)[a] (cf. Lemma 3.3). Finding the Bd explicitly amounts to finding polynomials 
in Ha,a with the prescribed values 5.1, and the degree bound (ii). This is a linear 
problem! This approach is particularly useful for computing briVd) for nonsplit bun- 
dles V (e.g. V = TX), or for bundles where the bound 4.6 fails (e.g. 0(k) on Pn 

with k > n + 1). 

Example 2. Suppose X is a balloon manifold such that every balloon pq generates the 
integral classes in Ai(X). Then every integral class d G Ai(X) is of the form S[pq\ 
(e.g. Grassmannians). We claim that, in this case, Id is invertible for all d. It suffices 
to show that i*ld is nonzero for every fixed point p in X. Given p, we know that 
there are n = dim X other fixed points q joint to p by balloons pq. Pick such a q. 
Then d — S[pq] for some S. It follows from Theorem 4.5 that the function i*ld has a 
nontrivial simple pole at a = X/S where A is the weight on the tangent line Tp(pq). 
This completes the proof. 

Obviously, we can take product of these examples and still get invertible 1^ for 
the product manifold. 

5.2. Toric manifolds. Let X be a toric manifold of dimension n. Denote 
by Da, a = 1,.., A/", the T-invariant divisors in X. We denote by the same notations 
the equivariant homology classes they represent. Recall that [3] [11] [32] X can be 
represented as an orbit space 

x = (r- Z)/K 

where K is an algebraic torus of dimension N — n, T = CN is a linear representation 
of If, and Z is a if-invariant monomial variety of C^, all determined by the fan of 
X. The T action on the orbit space is induced by (CX)N acting on F by the usual 
scaling. Define 

= p-H.t/a V fl, P**     (1, •=  n(£>a,d)<0rU=0a' {Dg+ka) 
U(D,)>oUiD=rd\Da-ka) 

(5.2) 0(t) = e-H't'a'EOde
d't, Od := 

' I (Ax,. 

We will prove that 0(t) is a 1-Euler series. 
First we recall a construction in [31] [42]. Given an integral class d € -Ai(X), let 

Yd = ^aH0('P1,O((Da,d))). Let K act on rd by 0a \-> tXa(f)a where the Aa are the 
same weights with which K acts on F. Let 

Zd = {4> e Td\(j)(z,w) G Z, V(z,w) G C2}. 
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(Note that (f) here is viewed as a polynomial map C2 -»■ C^.) It is obvious that Zd is 
X-invariant. Define the orbit space 

Wd := (Td - Zd)/K. 

(i) If not empty, Wd is a toric manifold of dimension 

dim Wd = ^((Da, d) + 1) - dim K 
a 

where Yla means summing only those terms which are positive, 
(ii) T acts on Wd in an obvious way. There is also a Cx action on Wd induced by 

the standard action on P1 with weight a. Each Cx fixed point component in Wd 
is (consisting of if-orbits of) 

yr = {4>={xlw^
r)

W^'d-r\...,xNwfN'r)
W

!f^d-r))\{xu..,xN) e c", 

Xf, = 0 if the corresp. monomial has negative exponent}. 

Let jr : yr —y Wd be the inclusion maps. If nonempty, yr is canonically isomor- 
phic to a T-invariant submanifold in X given by intersecting those divisors xt = 0 
corresponding to negative exponents above. Denote the canonical inclusions by 
TV : yr -> X. Then 7^(1) = n<Da,r)<o or (Da,d-r)<oDa- We wil1 denote the 
class of Da D yr in yr simply by Da. 

(in) The G = Cx x T-equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle of yr in Wd is 

(Da,d) 

eoiyr/m) = n n     (^+^' ^a -ka^ 
(Da,d)>0   k=0  k^(Da,r) 

(iv) Corresponding canonically to every T-divisor class Da on X is a G-divisor class 
Da on Wd- It is determined by 

j;Da = Da + (Da,r)a. 

Similarly, every linear combination D of the Da corresponds to some D on Wd- 

LEMMA 5.1. 0(t) introduced above is a 1-Euler series. 

Proof. Let 

-<Da,d)-l 

(5.3) ^-     J] n     (J&fl + fea)Gi4?(Wd). 
{Da,d)<0        k=l 

By the localization theorem, 

U ^keciyr/Wd)6 

Obviously, the left hand side lies in ^4GO^)[[C]] C 7^[[C]]. NOW observe that the right 
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hand side is 

V^   f        lI<Oa,d)<0 llfc= 

r    •'y'-Y[(Da,d}>ollk=o' 
d)

k¥l{Datr){Da + {Da,r)a - ka) 
0(H+ra).( 

<D.,r>>on£"i,p>(^.+*«) 

n<D.,d-r>>on£ai,d"r>p.-*a) 

(5r • Od-,. e^+^K = ?/x 
This shows that 0(i) is a 1-Euler series. D 

REMARK 5.2. One can define the notion of Euler data on the basis ofWd in a 
way similar to Definition 3.10. The classes 5.3 in fact give an example of Euler data 
for Wd. One can also construct the whole parallel theory of mirror principle for toric 
manifolds using Wd- 

LEMMA 5.3.  The two Euler series 0(t) and l(t) are linked. 

Proof. Let p e XT, pq be a balloon in X, d = 5\pq] y 0, and A be the weight 
on the tangent line on Tp(pq). Let F = (P1,/^^) be the fixed point in Mo}i(d,X), 
as given in Theorem 4.5, which says that the function i*!^ has the polar term, at 
a = \/S, 

(5.4) eT(p/X)\ 
Xa-X/6eT(F/M0A(d,X))' 

We now compute the contribution from eT(F/Mo,i (d, X)) for a toric manifold X. The 
virtual normal bundle of the point F = (C = P1, fs,0) in Mo,i(d, X) is 

NF/MoAdyx) = [H0(C, rsTX)] - [H\C, ftTX)] - Ac 

(notation as in section 2.3 [29]). From the Euler sequence of X [24], we get an 
equivariant exact sequence for every balloon pq in X, 

0 _> oN-n -> (BaO(Da)\pq -+ TX\pq -+ 0 

where O is the trivial line bundle. At p, there are exactly n nonzero Da(p) := i*Da 

giving the weights for the isotropic representation TpX, and N — n zero Da(p) corre- 
sponding to the trivial representation 0N~n\p. As usual we ignore the zero weights 
below, which must drop out at the end. 

Let A = Dh(p).   Note that (Dh,d) = 1 (section 2.3 [30]).   The bundle 0(Db) 
contributes to eT([H0(CJ£TX))) the term 

s-i 
l[(Db(p)-kX/S). 
k=0 

For each a ^ b with (Da,d) > 0, the bundle 0(Da) contributes to eT([H0(C, fsTX)]) 
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the term 
(Da,d) 

JJ (Da(p)-kX/6)ifDa(p)^01 
k=0 

(Da,d) 

JJ (Da(p)-k\/6)ifDa(p) = 0. 
k=i 

For each a with (Da, d) < 0, the bundle 0(Da) contributes to erQi?1^ fs TX)\) the 

term 
-<Da,d>-l 

n        (Da(p) + fcA/*). 

The automorphism group ^Ic contributes GT^C) = —X/S. Finally, we have 

eT(p/X)=    H    Z?fl(p). 

Combining all the contributions, we see that 5.4 becomes (X^X/d times 

-i n^^xo mio^^iDaip)+k\/6)  
6 U{Da4)>oa^ Tl^iDab) - kX/S) x nt\(Db(p) - kX/S)' 

But this coincides with 

lima^x/5 (a - \/6)i*Od. 

This shows that i*Od — i*ld is regular at a = X/8. D 
Note that Od = a^Cl^'^+ lower order terms, because ^Z)0 = ci(X). Thus 

O(t) is an Euler series linked to l(t) and meets the condition (**) of Theorem 4.7. In 
particular to apply to the case bx = er or CT, all we need is the form 4.4 for ft and 
the bound 4.6. For then Corollary 4.11 holds. 

Example. Take br = CT- Take V to be any direct sum of convex equivariant line 
bundles 1^, so that 4.6 holds. Note that in this case 4.4 holds automatically. Then 
Theorem 4.7 yields an explicit formula for Av,bT (t) in terms of the Od 5.2 and the Pd 
in Theorem 4.10. For &T = er, and V a direct sum of convex line bundles Li with 
^Ci(Li) = ci(X), we get a similar explicit formula for A(t). Plugging this formula 
into Theorem 3.12 in the nonequivariant limit, we get 

COROLLARY 5.4. Let 

d      i        k=0 ll(Da,d)>ollife=l     V^a      Ka) 

as in Theorem l^.l.  Then we have 

fx (e//-B(t) - e-^V-n) = a-3(2$ - ^W? 

where T = t + g, and f,g are the power series computed in Theorem 4-7. 

This is the general mirror formula in [21][22] (see also references there), formulated 
in the context of mirror symmetry and reflexive polytopes [4] [5]. 
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5.3. A generalization. We have now seen several ways to compute A(t) = 
AV'bT(t) under various assumptions on either V, br, or TX, or the classes Id, or some 
combinations of these assumptions. We now combine these approaches to formulate 
an algorithm for computing A(t) in full generality on any balloon manifold X, for 
arbitrary V, br- The result will be in terms of certain (computable) T representations, 

(i) By Lemma 3.4, the Ad is of the form 

eG(x/wdy 

where fa G A^(y)[a], hence represented by a polynomial C[T*][Hi,...,Hm,a]. 
Note that the denominator of Ad is eoiX/Wd) = eriX/Y) • r*eG(lo/Wd). Thus 
the goal is to compute the class T*fa for all d. We shall set up a (over-determined) 
system of linear equations with a solution (unique up to ker r*) given by the fa. 

(ii) By Theorem 3.12, the degree of (fid is bounded according to 

degaAd < -2. 

(hi) By Theorem 4.5 (i), at any fixed point p, the function i*pAd is regular away from 
a = 0 or A/(J, where A is a weight on TPX. In other words, 

Resa^a - -f)k i*Ad = 0 

for all 7^0, X/S and & > 0. Note that these are all linear conditions on fa. 
(iv) By Theorem 4.5 (ii) (see notations there), for any balloon pq in X and d = S\pq] y 

0, we have 

Km«->V«(« - V*) ^ = Aer(W^,X))^6r(V<,) 

(5'5) =-eT(p/X)er[g1(P1,/;rX)r 

Here we have used the fact that NF/MOtl (d?x) = [H0(P1, fiTX)] -[H1 (P1, fiTX)] 
—Ac (cf. section 5.2). The prime in the Euler classes above means that we drop 
the zero weights in the T representations [Hi(P1,f^TX)]. Now if V = V+ ® V 
is a convex/concave bundle on X, then we have the T representation 

i'^Vd = H0(P1,fSV+)®H1(P1,^V-). 

Thus 
bT(i;(F)Vd)) = bT[H0(P\fZV+)] brlHHpiJtV-)], 

which is just the value of br for a trivial bundle over a point. Note that if U 
is any T representation with weight decomposition U = ©iC^, then briU) = 
YlibriCp.) by the multiplicativity of br- Hence once the T representations 
Hl('P1,ffi Vr±) are given, eqn. 5.5 becomes a linear condition on the fa, where 
the right hand side is some known element in C(T*). 

(v) Finally, we know that A(t) is an O-Euler series. This is (inductively) a linear 
condition on the fa. 

(vi) By Theorem 4.3, any solution to the linear conditions in (ii)-(v) necessarily rep- 
resents the class T*fa we seek. 

Of course, this algorithm relies on knowing the T representations [Hl(P1, fjj-TX)], 
[iJ^P1, fs V)] induced by the T-equivariant bundles TX\pq and V\pq on each balloon 
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pq = P1. But describing them for any given X and V is clearly a classical question. 
We have seen that these representations are easily computable in many cases. We 
now discuss a general situation in which these representations can also be computed 
similarly. 

Let V be any T-equivariant vector bundle on X and let 

0-*Viv-> >V1^V -> 0 

be an equivariant resolution. Then by the Euler-Poincare Principle, we have 

[H0(p\fzv)] - [H^JSV)] = ^(-^([^(PS/TO] - [^(P
1
,/;^)]). 

a 

Note that there is a similar equality of representations whenever V is a term in any 
given exact sequence 

0 -» VW -» >Vi-¥V -> Vi-x -> y Vi -> 0. 

Now suppose that each Va is a direct sum of T-equivariant line bundles. Then each 
summand L will contribute to [il^P1,/^K)] - [H1 (P1, fj-Va)] the representations 

ci(L)|p-fcA/($, fe = 0,1, ...,«*, 

if/ = (ci(L),[p9]) >0; and 

ci(L)|p + A;A/(J, Jfe = l,...,Z(J-l, 

if -I = (ci(L), [pg[]> < 0 (cf. proof of Theorem 4.9). In this case, [tf^P1,/^)] - 
[H1 (P1, fsV)] are then determined completely. Thus whenever a T-equivariant reso- 
lution by line bundles is known for TX and the convex/concave bundle V*1, the right 
hand side of eqn. 5.5 becomes known. 

Example. Consider the case X = Pn, V = TX, and br the Chern polynomial. This 
will be an example where V has no splitting type, but A(i) can be computed via a 
T-equivariant resolution nevertheless. Recall the T equivariant Euler sequence 

0 -► O -> eZ,oO(H - Xi) -+TX-+0. 

For F = (P1, fs, 0), where fs is the 5-fold cover of the balloon pq, this gives 

1 d 

WpwVd) = " 11 H^ + Ai " ^ " kXM. 
i   k=0 

Here p, q are the jth and the Ith fixed points in Pn, so that A = Xj — A/. We can use 
this to set up a linear system to solve for A(t) inductively. However, there is an easier 
way to compute A(t) in this case. Observe that 0 = ^(V") = ^ Hi^ + H ~ ^)? ancl 
that 

1 d 

P:  Pd := - IJ 11^ + « - At - fca) 
i    k=0 

defines an O-Euler data (see section 2.2 [29]). Since JQK = H and i*iir = Xj, it follows 
that 

bT(i*p(F)Vd) =i*pJ0Pd 

at o; = X/S. By the corollary to Theorem 4.5, the Euler series 

B(i):=e-H-*/a£j0*Pdnid 
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is linked to A(t). Obviously, we have degaj^Pd = (n + l)d, hence P meets condition 
(*) of Theorem 4.7 (r is the identity map here). For Od = Id, condition (**) there is 
also automatic. It follows that 

A(t + g) = ef/aB(t) 

where /, g are explicitly computable functions from Theorem 4.7. Note that rank Vd = 
(n + l)d + n, and so Theorem 3.13 yields immediately the codimension 5 = 3 Chern 
class of Vd- 

5.4. Blowing up the image. In this section, we discuss another approach to 
compute A(t). For clarity, we restrict to the case of a convex T-manifold X (T may 
be trivial), and br = 1, so that A(t) = l(t). Thus we will study the classes 

=   x(   LTQMX)   \ 
ld     e*  \eG(Fo/Md(X))J- 

We will actually be interested in the integrals Jx T*eH'^ fl 1^, where r : X -> Y is a 
given projective embedding. For the purpose of studying the intersection numbers in 
section 3.3, this is adequate. Since X is assumed convex, LTo,i(<i, X) is represented 
by Mo,i(d, X). Likewise for Md(X). 

Suppose that we have a commutative diagram 

FQ     —>     YQ     <—     .EQ 

(5.6) a        ij        ik 
Md    ^   Wd    ^-    Qd. 

Here the left hand square is as in 3.2 (io^jo^MdiX) there are written as i, j, Md here 
for clarity). We assume that Qd is a G-manifold, that ip : Qd —> Wd is a G-equivariant 
resolution of singularities of ip(Md), and that EQ is the fixed points in I/J

-1
^). Here 

g denotes the restriction of ^, and k the inclusion. Recall that (p is an isomorphism 
into its image away from the singular locus of Md- The singularities in ip(Md) is the 
image of the compactifying divisor in Md, which has codimension at least 2. Then we 
have the equality in A^(Wd)- 

<p*[Md]='<l>*[Qd]. 

Applying functorial localization to the left hand square in 5.6 as in section 3.1, 
we get 

j*<p.[Md] Y ( [FQ] 
6* 

eG{YolWd)       *  \eG(Fo/Md) 

Doing the same for the right hand square, we get 

j'MQd] _    C    [Eo] 
— P* 

eoiXo/Wd)     ** \eG(Eo/Qd) 

It follows that 

LEMMA 5.5.    In A^Y), we have the equality 

* \eG(F0/Md)J     y*\eG(E0/Qd)J- 
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It follows that 

[Eo] [ T*eH<nld= [ eH<ngJ 
JX JYo \ eG(E0/Qd) 

-L 
•L 
•L 

9*eH< 
Eo eG(E0/Qd) 

9*3*eK< 

E0 eoiEo/Qd) 

E0eG(Eo/Qdy 

In many cases, the spaces Qd can be explicitly described, and the classes ^K on 
Qd can be expressed in terms of certain universal classes. For example, when X is 
a flag variety, then the Qd can be chosen to be the Grothendieck Quot scheme (cf. 
[10][8]). Integration on the Quot scheme can be done by explicit localization (cf. [39]). 
When X is a Grassmannian and r : X —> Y = PN is the Plucker embedding, then 
^*ft = —ci(5), where S is a universal subbundle on the Quot scheme. In this case, 
the image ^{Qd) has been studied extensively in [37][38]. 

When X is not convex, a similar method still works if we can find an explicit 
cycles Zd in Q such that 

tp*LTd(X) = il>*[Zd] 

in A**(Wd). This approach deserves further investigation. 

5.5. Higher genus. In this section, we discuss a generalization of mirror 
principle to higher genus. More details will appear elsewhere. As before X will be a 
projective T-manifold, and r : X —> Y a given T-equivariant projective embedding. 
(Again, T may be the trivial group.) 

Let Mg^(d,X) denote the fc-pointed, arithmetic genus g, degree d, stable map 
moduli stack of X. Let Mj denote Mg^((d, 1), X x P1). Note that for each stable map 
(C, /) E M| there is a unique branch Co — P1 in C such that / composed with the 
projection X x P1 -> P1 maps Co ->■ P1 isomorphically. Moreover, C is a union of Co 
with some disjoint curves CI,..,CJV, where each d intersects Co at a point Xi £ CQ. 

The map / composed with X x P1 -> P1 collapses all Ci,.., CN- 

The standard Cx action on P1 induces an action on M|. The fixed point com- 
ponents are labelled by F^'jj* with di + d? = d, gi + g2 = g. As in the genus zero 
case, a stable map (C, /) in this component is given by gluing two 1-pointed stable 
maps (/i,Ci,Xi) G Mgul(d1,X), (f2,€21X2) G Mg2A(d2,X) with /i(xi) = /2OE2), 
to a P1 at 0 and 00 at the marked points (cf. section 3). We can therefore identify 
F£>£ with Mgul(duX) xx Mg^ifaX). We denote by 

n*''= n K%i^'.F9dl42^Mi 
91+92=9 

the disjoint union and inclusions. There are two obvious projection maps 

g g 

P° : FL<h ->  II M^iduX), poo : F»u<h -»• Jj Mg2A(d2,X). 
9i=0 92=0 
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The map po strips away the stable maps (/2,C2,#2) glued to oo and forgets the P1; 
POQ strips away the stable map (/i,Ci,#i) glued to 0 and forgets the P1. We also 
have the usual evaluation maps, and the forgetting map: 

edi,d2 : F!ud> -> Xi ed • Mg^faX) -+ X, p : Mgtl(d,X) ^ Mgto(d,X). 

Relating and summarizing the natural maps above is the following diagram: 

Mgto(d,X) 

(5.7) 

^d1,d2 K 
Cdt t            Po / \Poo 

r
9l,i(di,A:) Mg^d^X) 

Pi iP 
r9i,o(dlJ-X') M92,o(d2,X) 

Fix a class 0 G A^(X). We call a list ^ G >ly(M^o(d,-X")) an O-gluing sequence 
if we have the identities on the F^ d2: 

e*dud2n-i*duds*b3
d=   Yl  PoP^t-P^t 

91+92=9 

It is easy to verify that bg
d = 1 is an example of a 1-gluing sequence. Restricted to 

g — 0, the identity above is precisely the gluing identity in section 3.2. There we have 
found that the gluing identity results in an Euler series. It turns out that a gluing 
sequence too leads to an Euler series. For w G A^M9^ and d — d\ + cfe, define (cf. 
section 3.2) 

% "PL '9       ivir 
;vir    . . 0 \    d^dz I   diidz* \ A±(Y\(„,\ ldud2U — ^42*  I        ^pg ^gj        I   G K (XWh 

Then for a given gluing sequence bg
d G A^Mg^d^X))^ we have the identities 

"nizjv^ E itd^b9d\-itdyb%. 
91+92=9 

Again, putting g = 0, we get the identities in Theorem 3.6. The argument in the higher 
genus case is essentially the same as the genus zero case. Here, one chases through 
a fiber diagram analogous to 3.1 using the associated refined Gysin homomorphism, 
together with the diagram 5.7. 

Now given a gluing sequence, we put 

A9
d := %%*•%, Ad :=Y,A9d ^ A^ '= ^''^ E^ **'*' 

9 d 

Here // is a formal variable. Then A(t) is an Euler series. (We must, of course, replace 
the ring 1Z by 7£[|ju]].) The argument is also similar to the genus zero case: one applies 
functorial localization to the diagram 

Fdud2 
di,d2 yr 

tdi 42 
M9

d 

if, 
X CY 

jii 42 wd 

the same way we have done to diagram 3.2 in section 3.2. 
We can proceed further in a way parallel to the genus zero case.   Namely, to 

find further constraints to a gluing sequence, we should compute the linking values 
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of the Euler series A(i). For this, let's assume that X is a balloon manifold, as in 
sections 4.1 and 5.3. In genus zero, the linking values of an Euler series, say coming 
from briVd), are determined by the restrictions ^^(p*^) to the isolated fixed point 
F — (P1, /$, 0) G Mo,! (d, X\ which is a (5-fold cover of a balloon pq in X (see Theorem 
4.5). In higher genus, this is replaced by a component in Mg^(d,X) consisting of the 
following stable maps (C, /, x).   Here C is a union of two curves C\ and Co — P1 

such that Co^-pq is a 5-fold cover with f(x) — p, and /(Ci) = g'. Therefore this fixed 
point component can be identified canonically with M^i, the moduli space of genus 
#, 1-pointed, stable curves. Let's abbreviate it F. The linking values of A{t) for this 
component is then a power series summing over integrals on M^i of classes given in 
terms of i*Fp*\Fd and eT{FlMg^{d,X)) (cf. Theorem 4.5). 

The entire discussion in this section can be generalized to the case of multiple 
marked points, ie. Mg^id.X). The details will appear elsewhere. 
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